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1. Introduction  
The Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP), first formulated as a mathematical problem in 1930, 
has been receiving continuous and growing attention in artificial intelligence, computational 
mathematics and optimization in recent years. TSP can be described as follows: Given a set 
of cities, and known distances between each pair of cities, the salesman has to find a shortest 
possible tour that visits each city exactly once and that minimises the total distance 
travelled. 
The mathematical model of TSP is described below: 
Given a set of cities C = {C1, C2, C3… Cn}, the distance of each pair of cities is d(Ci,Cj). The 
problem is to find a route ȐC1,C2,C3…Cnȑthat visits each city exactly once and makes 
 
n
i 1
d(Ci,Ci 1) d(Cn,C1)
=
+ +∑ to have a minimum value. 
TSP is the problem of the permutation of n cities. For n cities, there should be n! different 
permutations. For the symmetric TSP, each route has two different ways to represent. 
Therefore, the size of its search space is: S =n!/2n= (n-1)!/2. As TSP is an ‘NP-hard’ problem, 
researchers all over the world try to solve the problem with various algorithms. Genetic 
Algorithm (GA), with the advantages of robustness, flexibility and versatility, has been 
widely studied to solve large-scale combinatorial and optimization problems. However, 
Genetic Algorithm has some significant drawbacks, for instance, the pre-mature 
convergence of computations, the poor use of system information during computational 
evolutions, expensive computation from evolutional procedures and the poor capability of 
“local” search (Potvin, 1996) (Jin et al., 1996) (Wei & Lee, 2004) (Lu et al., 1996). 
Although TSP itself seems very simple, as the number of visited cities increases, the 
computation of the problem can be extremely time-consuming (in the order of exponential 
growth) or even results in no optimal solution in the worst case. Developing effective 
algorithms for the TSP has long been a topic of interest in both academic research and 
engineering applications, ranging from transportation optimization to the sequencing of 
jobs on a single machine.   
The methods commonly employed to solve the TSP include simulated annealing algorithm, 
artificial neural networks, tabu search algorithm, genetic algorithm (GA), and so on. Each 
method has different advantages and disadvantages. For example, GA combines many 
positive features (such as robustness, flexibility, and versatility), leading to its widespread 
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applications in engineering optimization. However, GA also has some significant 
drawbacks, for instance, the pre-mature convergence of computations, the poor use of 
system information during computational evolutions, expensive computation from 
evolutional procedures, and the poor capability of local search. 
The immune system, which is made up of special organs, tissues, cells and proteins, is the 
body's defence against infectious organisms and other invaders (Liu, 2009). The immune 
system detects and attacks antigens that invade the body through different types of 
lymphocytes. Artificial immune systems are adaptive systems inspired by the functions, 
principals and models of the vertebrate immune system. When artificial immune systems 
are attacked, the immune mechanisms are started to guarantee the basic functions of the 
whole intelligent information system. Researches on artificial immune systems aim to set up 
engineering models, algorithms and advanced intelligent information system through 
intensive study on the information processing mechanisms of biological immune systems. 
In the 1970s, Jerne first propounded the hypothesis of the immune network system and 
founded the basic theories of the artificial immune systems, Jerne’s idiotypic network 
model. Perelson studied on a number of theoretical immune network models proposed to 
describe the maintenance of immune memory, which accelerated the development of 
artificial immune systems in computer science. In 1986, Farmer built a dynamic model of the 
immune system and brought in the concept of learning. Farmer’s work contributed to 
turning artificial immune systems to practical application. One important aspect of the 
research on artificial immune systems is to develop effective learning and optimization 
algorithms. Immune algorithms are one of heuristic search algorithms inspired by immune 
principals. In 1990, Bersini put immune algorithms into practice for the first time. By the end 
of the 20th century, Forrest et al. started to apply immune algorithms to computer security 
field. At the same time, Hunt et al. began to use immune algorithms in machine learning. 
Immune algorithms (IAs), mainly simulate the idea of antigen processing, including 
antibody production, auto-body tolerance, clonal expansion, immune memory and so on. 
The key is the system’s protection, shielding and learning control of the attacked part by 
invaders. There are two ways considered to design an immune algorithm: one is to abstract 
the structure and function of the biological immune system to computational systems, 
simulating immunology using computational and mathematical models; the other is to 
consider whether the output of the artificial immune systems is similar with that of the 
biological immune system when the two systems have similar invaders. The latter doesn’t 
focus on the direct simulation of the process, but the data analysis of the immune algorithm.  
As the immune system is closely related to the evolutionary mechanism, the evolutionary 
computation is often used to solve the optimization problem in immune algorithms. The 
research on artificial immune systems lays a foundation for further study on engineering 
optimization problems. On the one hand, it aims to build a computer model of biological 
immune system, which contributes to the study of the immune system operation. On the 
other hand, it supplies an effective way to solve many practical problems. 
Immune Algorithms inspired by biological immune mechanism, can make full use of the 
best individuals and the information of the system, and keeps the diversity of the 
population. In the optimization process, Immune Algorithms take the useful ideas of 
existing optimization algorithms, combine random search with deterministic changes, 
reduce the impact of the random factors to the algorithm itself and can better eliminate the 
premature convergence and oscillation. 
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One kind of immune algorithms is immunity based neural method, such as the neuro-
immune network presented in (Pasti & De Castro, 2006), which is a meta-heuristics for 
solving TSP based on a neural network trained using ideas from the immune system. In 
addition, an immune-inspired self-organizing neural network proposed by Thiago is 
showed to be competitive in relation to the other neural methods with regards to the quality 
(cost) of the solutions found (Thiago & Leandro, 2009).  
Combining GA with immune algorithms is another kind of method in TSP solving, such as 
an immune genetic algorithm based on elitist strategy proposed in (Liang & Yang, 2008).  A 
genetic algorithm based on immunity and growth for the TSP is also showed to be feasible 
and effective, in which a reversal exchange crossover and mutation operator is used to 
preserve the good sub tours and to make individuals various, an immune operator is used 
to restrain individuals' degeneracy, and a novel growth operator is used to obtain the 
optimal solution with more chances (Zeng & Gu, 2007).  
Besides, Clonal Selection Algorithm is widely used to solve TSP. For example, a Hyper-
mutation Antibody Clone Selection Algorithm (HACSA) shows the advantage of enhancing 
the local search performance of the antibody in solving TSP (Du et al., 2009). A novel Clonal 
Selection Algorithm(CSA), which extends the traditional CSA approach by incorporating the 
receptor editing method, is proved to be effective in enhancing the searching efficiency and 
improving the searching quality within reasonable number of generations (Gao et al.,  2007).  
Moreover, a number of improved artificial immune algorithms are studied and show the 
capability for TSP solutions. For example, an immune algorithm with self-adaptive 
reduction used for solving TSP improves the probability that it finds the global optimal 
solution by refining the reduction edges which gradually increase in the number and 
enhance in the forecasting accuracy (Qi et al., 2008). 
To partially overcome the above-mentioned shortcomings of GA, an immune-genetic 
algorithm (IGA) is introduced in this book chapter, and then an improved strategy of IGA 
for TSP is also discussed. Section 3 is related to a selection strategy incorporated into the 
conventional genetic algorithm to improve the performance of genetic algorithm for TSP. 
The selection strategy includes three computational procedures: evaluating the diversity of 
genes, calculating the percentage of genes, and computing the selection probability of genes.  
The computer implementation for the improved immune-genetic algorithm is given in 
section 4, and finally the computer numerical experiments will be given in this book 
chapter. 
2. The immune-genetic algorithm 
2.1 Immune algorithms 
Immune Algorithms can be divided into Network-based immune algorithm and 
Population-based algorithm.  
Immune Network theory was first proposed by Jerne in 1974. Currently the most widely 
used is Jerne's network based thinking: immune cells in the immune system link each other 
through the mutual recognition. When an immune cell recognizes an antigen or another 
immune cell, it is activated. On the other hand, the immune cell is inhibited when it is 
recognized by other immune cells. 
There are two kinds of Immune Network models: the continuous model and the discrete 
model. The continuous Immune Network model is based on ordinary differential equations. 
The typical models include the model proposed by Farmer et al. in 1986 and the model 
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proposed by Varela and Coutinho in 1991. These models have been successfully applied to 
continuous optimization problems, automatic navigation system and automatic control field.  
However, the equations of continuous immune network model can not always be solved 
and usually it needs numerical integration to study the behavior of the system. To make up 
the drawbacks of continuous immune network model, the discrete immune network model 
is produced, which is based on a set of differential equations or an adaptive iteration. 
Population-based Immune Algorithm mainly includes Negative Selection Algorithm and 
Positive Selection Algorithm. Negative Selection Algorithm, proposed by Forrest et al. from 
the University of Mexico, is a kind of selection Algorithms used to test data change. The 
algorithm embodies the ideas of the ideological principles of negative selection (Ge & Mao, 
2002). The immune system works out mainly by successfully detecting abnormal changes of 
the system. Negative selection refers to the identification and deletion of self-reacting cells, 
that is, T cells that may select for and attack self tissues (Forrest et al., 1994). The immune 
system removes the immune cells that response to autologous cells to realize self-tolerance 
through Negative selection algorithm. There are mainly two procedures contained in 
Negative selection algorithm: tolerance and detection. The task in tolerance procedure is to 
produce mature detector. In the detection phase, the detector detects the protected system. 
Negative selection Algorithm does not directly use self-information, but generates testing 
subset by self-assembly through Negative selection. The algorithm is robust, parallel, 
distributed detected and easy to implement. However, as its computational complexity 
increases exponentially, Negative selection algorithm is not conducive to handling complex 
problems. Positive selection algorithm is very similar to Negative selection algorithm. But it 
works contrary to the Negative selection algorithm. Negative selection algorithm removes 
the self-reacting immune cells, while Positive selection algorithm keeps them. 
Besides, Clonal Selection Algorithm is also a widely used immune algorithm. It is inspired 
by the clonal selection theory of acquired immunity that explains how B and T lymphocytes 
improve their response to antigens over time. The algorithm solves problems through the 
mechanisms of cell cloning, high-frequency variation, clonal selection and dying. It is high 
parallel and can be used in machine learning, pattern recognition and optimization 
domains. Standard Clonal selection algorithm achieves population compression and ensures 
the quality of antibody population in the optimal solution through local search. But Positive 
selection algorithm requires the system to be static. To make up that defect, Kim and Bentley 
proposed Dynamic Clonal algorithms in 2002, mainly for Network Intrusion Detection, to 
meet the real-time network security requirements. 
2.2 The immune-genetic algorithm 
The Immune-Genetic Algorithm (IGA) is an improved genetic algorithm based on biological 
immune mechanisms. In the course of immune response, biological immune system 
preserves part of the antibodies as memory cells. When the same antigen invades again, 
memory cells are activated and a large number of antibodies are generated so that the 
secondary immune response is more quickly than the initial response. In the meanwhile, 
there are mutual promotion and inhibition between antibodies. Therefore, the diversity and 
immune balance of the antibodies are maintained. That is the self-regulatory function of the 
immune system. The Immune-Genetic Algorithm simulates the process of adaptive 
regulation of biological antibody concentration, in which the optimal solution of the 
objective function corresponds to the invading antigens and the fitness f(Xi) of solution Xi 
corresponds to the antibodies produced by the immune system. According to the 
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concentration of antibodies, the algorithm adaptively regulates the distribution of the search 
direction of solutions and greatly enhances the ability to overcome the local convergence. 
In general, the Immune-Genetic Algorithm includes: 
1. Antigens definition: Abstract the problem to the form of antigens which the immune 
system deals with and the antigen recognition to the solution of problem. 
2. Initial antibody population generation: The antibody population is defined as the 
solution of the problem. The affinity between antibody and antigen corresponds to 
the evaluation of solution, the higher the affinity, the better the solution. 
3. Calculation of affinity: Calculate the affinity between antigen and antibody. 
4. Various immune operations: The immune operations include selection, clone 
variation, auto-body tolerance, antibody supplementation and so on. The affinity and 
diversity are usually considered to be the guidance of these immune operations. 
Among them, select Options usually refer to the antibody poputlation selected from 
the population into the next operation or into the next generation of the immune 
antibody population. Clone variation is usually the main way of artificial immune 
algorithm to generate new antibodies. Auto-body tolerance is the process of judging 
the rationality of the presence of the antibodies. Antibody supplementation is the 
accessorial means of population recruitment. 
5. Evaluation of new antibody population: If the termination conditions are not 
satisfied, the affinity is re-calculated and the algorithm restarts from the beginning. If 
the termination conditions are satisfied, the current antibody population is the 
optimal solution. 
6. Evolution of the antibody using standard Genetic Algorithm: crossover and 
mutation. 
This model makes the immune system learn to identify the antibodies that are helpful to the 
antigen recognition. Moreover, the introduction of fitness further improves the 
immunogenicity, ensuring the diversity of antibody population in Genetic Algorithm. 
Immune-Genetic Algorithm introduces the "immune operator", genes inoculation and 
selection, and simulates the specific auto-adaption and artificial immune of the artificial 
immune system, possessing good properties of fast global convergence. The specific 
workflow of Immune-Genetic Algorithm is described in figure 1. 
Step 1. Randomly generate μ  individuals of parent population. The search space of those 
quasi-optimal values *x is composed of mesh points in nR . Each part of these 
points is an integral multiple of Δ  . Each individual in the population is presented 
as ( , )x σ , where 1 2( , , , ) nnx x x x X R= ∈ ⊂A , is a solution to the problem. *x X∈ is the 
expected solution. *( ) max ( )( )f x f x x X f= ∈ =  , where *f  is the max fitness of X . 
Step 2. Generate the intermediate population by crossing, with the size 2μ . The specific 
process is that for each individual ( , )x σ of parent population, select another 
individual ( , )' 'x σ  to crossover with ( , )x σ  in a crossover-point to generate y and 'y . 
Step 3. Mutate on the individual ( , )x σ  and generate a new one ' '( , )x σ  
Step 4. Inoculate genes. Inoculating the individual ( , )x σ  means to modify the value of 
x andσ in the range of variation or the restrictions in some parts of the optimal 
individuals. The inoculation process satisfies: if *( )f x f= , ( , )x σ  turns to itself with 
probability l. 
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Begin 
Generation=0 
Generate initial population at random 
Calculate the fitness of genes 
Termination 
conditions 
satisfied?
 
Get optimal solution 
Crossover and mutation 
Inoculate genes 
Immune selection 
Generate a new population 
Generation= 
Generation+1 
Yes 
No 
End 
 
Fig. 1. Immune-genetic algorithm workflow 
Step 5. Immune selection. It consists of two procedures: Immunity testing and selection. 
The first procedure is to test the inoculated individuals. If its fitness is smaller than 
its parent's fitness, there has been a serious degradation on the inoculated 
individual and its parent individual is used instead for the next competition. 
Immune Selection is to select μ  individuals from 2μ  individuals according to their 
fitness to compose a new parent population. 
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Step 6. If the termination conditions are not satisfied, generate a new generation and go 
back to step 2. 
IGA has two advantages: 1. inoculating genes and adding a priori knowledge can effectively 
accelerate the convergence speed and improve the quality of the solution; 2. Concentration 
based immune selection method can prevent premature phenomenon and make sure the 
optimization process toward the global optimum direction. The disadvantage is that the 
selection of genes and inoculation approach should be analyzed according to specific 
situations. 
3. The Improved immune-genetic algorithm for TSP 
This section is related to improvements on the standard immune-genetic algorithm for TSP. 
An improved immune-genetic algorithm of the author’s research work (Lu et al., 2007) for 
TSP is introduced in this section. The algorithm effectively integrates immune algorithm 
into GA (Jiao & Wang, 2000) using an improved strategy of IGA and applies a new selection 
strategy in the procedure of inoculating genes. The computer implementation for the 
improved algorithm is also discussed in this section. 
3.1 The Improved immune-genetic algorithm 
The improved immune-genetic algorithm uses a sequential representation to present the 
visited cities listed in the order (Lu et al., 2007). For example, the journey (5-7-8-9-4-3-2-6-1) 
can be expressed as (578943261). The path based coding method requires that the genetic 
code in the chromosome of an individual (a route) is not repeated. That is, any city should 
be visited once and only once. 
The Roulette Wheel selection is employed where parents are selected according to their fitness 
(Lu et al., 2007). The individuals are generated using the Greedy crossover algorithm, which 
selects the first city of one parent, compares the others left in both parents, and chooses the 
closer one to extend the traveling way. If one city has been chosen, another city will be 
selected. And if both cities have been chosen, a not-yet-selected city will be randomly selected. 
A swapping method is used for the TSP in IGA instead of the conventional mutation 
method. The method selects a binary code in random, which represents two cities from two 
individuals. The binary code is then swapped if the distance (length) of the traveling way 
for a new individual is shorter than that of the old one. (Lu et al., 2007) 
In the procedure of developing and inoculating genes, the quality of genes has decisive 
influence on the convergence speed of the immune algorithm. Therefore, we make full use 
of prior knowledge and first develop a good gene pool that includes different genes 
representing the shorter traveling way of the TSP. After that, genes are randomly selected 
from the gene pool and finally inoculated into individuals.  
In solving TSP, if the coordinates of 10 cities are in a circle for example, the route along the 
circle is the optimal solution and the optimal gene. The prior knowledge is applied to 
develop a gene pool. The gene pool is a two-dimensional 10 x 2 matrix. Having been 
calculated and optimized the gene pool can be the best, showed in table 1. 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 1. The Gene Pool 
from 
to 
0 
1 
1 2
2 3
3
4
4
5
5
8
7
7
6
6 9 
8 
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When inoculating genes, a new selection strategy is applied to keep the excellent genes 
included in the population of individuals within a reasonable percentage. Those excellent 
genes are further used to generate other individuals. The selection strategy is developed 
based on the evaluation of the diversity of genes that are involved in the population of 
individuals. There are three computational procedures included in the strategy (Lu et al., 
2007): 1) evaluating the diversity of genes included in the population of individuals, 2) 
calculating the percentage of genes included in the population of individuals, 3) computing 
the selection probability of genes. The details of the procedures are explained as follows. 
1. Evaluating the diversity of genes 
The diversity of genes is first evaluated by comparing the information entropy of every two 
genes. For example, giving two bit strings, each one has two alternative letters in its 
alphabet, thus the information entropy for the N genes is given by: 
 
1
1
H(N) H (N)
M =
= ∑n i
i
  (1) 
where Hj=Σi=1s- Pij logPij; Hj(N)is the information entropy of the jth binary bit of two 
genes, Pij is the probability of the jth binary bit of two genes being equal to ki. Pij is equal to 
0 if the binary bits of two genes are the same; otherwise Pij is equal to 0.5. M is the number 
of genes. 
The affinity of genes shows the similarity between the two genes. The affinity of gene v and 
gene w is: 
    ayv,w
1
1 H (2)
= +  (2) 
2. Calculating the percentage of genes 
The percentage of gene v is Cv, given by: 
  
N
v v , w
w 1
1
c a c
N =
= ∑   (3) 
 Where ,ayν ω is the affinity of geneν  and geneω : 
 
                                          1 ,    ayv,w > = Tac1 
                                                            
                                                           acv,w  =                ,Tac1 is a predefined threshold              
(4) 
                         
                                             0 ,       otherwise 
 
If Cν  is bigger than a predefined threshold, the gene will be inhibited (removed from the 
population), otherwise it remains. This step is to remove the extra candidates. 
3. Computing the selection probability of genes 
The selection probability of gene v is:  
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N
v v , s
s 1
v
v
1
a x ( 1 a s )
e
c a x
n
i
i
=
=
−
=
∏
∑               (5) 
 
                                     ayv,s ,   ayv,s >= Tac2 
 
                                   
                                      where       asv,s =            ,Tac2 is a predefined threshold                 
(6)  
                                             
                                           0,     otherwise   
 
 v
a x f i t n e s s ( v )=
 (7) 
     
1
ax su m fitn ess
n
i
i =
=∑     (8) 
This formula controls the concentration and diversity of genes. The genes with high affinity 
to the antigen will be selected to regenerate. The genes with high percentage are inhibited. 
The improvement of the improved genetic algorithm is mainly reflected in that: 1) Improve 
the fitness of individual genes and the quality of the individual by inoculating genes. This 
way the convergence rate is significantly sped up. 2) Concentration based immune selection 
method not only encourages the solution with high fitness, but also inhibits the solution 
with high percentage, ensuring the convergence of the algorithm and the diversity of the 
solution population. It’s also suitable for multimodal function optimization. 
3.2 Computer implementation for improved immune-genetic algorithm 
The workflow of the improved immune-genetic algorithm is showed in figure 2.  
The Computational Flow of the improved immune-genetic algorithm is showed in the 
following: 
   Begin 
          Initiation: develop a gene pool using prior knowledge; select genes from the gene 
          pool randomly; 
          Repeat 
                           Calculate the fitness of each gene; 
                           Calculate the probability that genes are selected; 
                           Generate individuals using the Greedy crossover; 
                           Gene mutates; 
                     Inoculate genes using inoculation algorithm; 
                     Select genes using the selection strategy based on the evaluation of the  
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                     diversity of genes: Calculate the information entropy, the percentage and   
                     the selection probability of genes; 
                     Replace the removed genes with the new developed genes to produce a new 
                     generation of genes; 
              Until ( the genes satisfy the termination conditions) 
   End 
 
 
 
Calculate the information entropy, the percentage 
and the selection probability of genes 
Generate the next generation with 
selection crossover & mutation 
Begin 
Generate initial population 
Develop a gene pool  
Calculate the fitness of genes 
Termination 
conditions satisfied? 
Get optimal solution 
Inoculate genes to improve the 
performance of individuals 
Use concentrate based selection method to keep 
excellent genes to generate a new population 
Yes 
No 
End 
The gene pull 
 
 
Fig. 2. The Improved Immune-Genetic Algorithm 
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The information of a gene individual includes gene chromosomes, chromosome length, 
individual fitness and the individual’s corresponding variable. In the program, the structure 
of a gene individual is defined as follows. 
 
    typedef struct individual{ 
 int chrom[n];              /* chromosomes */ 
 float fitness;                /* individual fitness */ 
 int totaldistance; 
 int lchrom;                  /* chromosome length */ 
 double varible;           /* individual’s corresponding variable */ 
    }; 
 
The fitness function employed is showed as equation (9). 
 
n
i 1
1
Fit (x )
d (C i, C i 1) d (C n , C 1)
=
=
+ +∑
  (9) 
The probability that genes are selected is calculated using the roulette wheel selection with 
standard genetic algorithm 
A swapping method is used for gene mutation. In the swapping method, a binary code that 
represents two cities from two individuals is randomly selected, and is then swapped if the 
distance (length) of the traveling way for a new individual is shorter than that of the old 
individual (Lu et al., 2007). The figure 3 shows an example of gene mutation: two locations 
are randomly selected to mutate. The probability of mutation is between 0.5 and 0.1;  
 
 
Fig. 3. Gene mutation 
The computational flow of the gene mutation is as follows. 
   Begin 
               Select locations to mutate at random; 
               If  (mutation probability< predefined value) swap the codes on the locations; 
   End; 
 
The inoculation process is: 
   Begin 
              Select a gene randomly from the gene pool; 
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              Find a reasonable inoculating location; 
              Find and modify the conflict location of the gene to be inoculated; 
              Inoculate to the location of the gene; 
   End; 
 
The process of the selection strategy based on the evaluation of the diversity of genes is: 
   Begin 
              Calculate the affinity of geneν  and ω  according to the equation (2), where the  
              diversity of two genes (2)H is calculated using the equation (1);  
              Calculate the percentage Cν of each gene in the population according to the  
              equations (3) and (4), 
                                      If ( Cν >= Tac1) remove the gene from the population; 
                                      Else   the gene remains; 
                Calculate the selection probability eν of genes according to the equations (5) and  
                (6): 
                                      If( eν >= Tac2) the gene is selected to regenerate; 
                                      Else   the gene is inhibited; 
   End; 
4. Numerical experiments 
Two case studies on 21-city and 56-city traveling salesman problems are given in this section 
to compare the solutions genetated by IGA and the conventional GA.  
The comparisons of the number of evolutional iterations in IGA and conventional GA of two 
cases are showed in Figures 4 and 5 respectively. In both figures, the upper curve shows the 
evolutionary process of IGA and the lower one shows the evolutionary process of GA. 
Figures 6 and 7 show the optimal path for the TSP in the two case studies. 
The results prove that the number of evolutional iterations is  significantly reduced by using 
IGA. As seen from Figure 4, IGA takes only five iterations to reach the optimal solution 
while GA takes about 30 evolutional iterations.The selection strategy and the procedure of 
inoculating genes used by the improved immune-genetic algorithm proposed are effective 
to improve the performance of the individuals. 
Therefore, the improvement on the performance of the individuals of IGA is helpful in 
acceleating the iterative process of GA. Althrough the convergence of the algorithm 
proposed need to be investigated, the computer numerical experiments on two case 
studies demonstrate preliminarily that the improved strategy of IGA is helpful for 
improving the evolutional iterations of genetic algorithms for traveling salesman problem 
( Lu et al., 2007). 
The main data of IGA:  
1. The probability of crossover is 0.8~0.9.   
2. The probability of mutation is 0.05~0.2. 
3. The size of the population is100.              
4. The probability of inoculating is 0.85~1. 
5. The evolutional generation is 200.  
Seen from Figure 4, the optimal solution has been reached in the first 2 generations. 
Inoculating genes significantly improves the convergence speed of the algorithm. 
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Fig. 4. Comparison of the number of evolutional  iterations in IGA and the conventional GA: 
21-city case 
 
Fig. 5.  Comparison of the number of evolutional iterations in IGA and the conventional GA: 
56-city case 
The main data of IGA: 
1. The probability of crossover is 0.8~0.9.    
2. The probability of mutation is 0.05~0.2. 
3. The size of the population is100.             
4. The probability of inoculating is 0.85~1. 
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5. The evolutional generation is 300.  
Inoculating genes significantly improves the individual fitness and is conducive to the 
evolution of the population. As the concentration based selection mechanism is used, the 
individual with low percentage and high fitness has a high probability to regenerate.  Its 
genes will then rapidly spread throughout the population. That’s the reason why there is a 
steep slope in Figure 7. 
 
 
Fig. 6. Optimal path for the 21-city TSP 
 
 
Fig. 7. Optimal path for the 56-city TSP 
5. Concluding remarks 
The immune-genetic algorithm integrating the advantages of artificial immune algorithm into 
genetic algorithm for TSP is introduced in this chapter. It retains a strong global random 
search capability of genetic algorithm, introduces gene inoculation and improves the 
convergence speed and accuracy of genetic algorithm. Meanwhile, immune-genetic algorithm 
borrows the idea of the antibody diversity from artificial immune system to ensure the 
diversity of population, which avoids the disadvantage of premature convergence and poor 
local search capabilities of genetic algorithm and improves the search efficiency. 
The selection strategy of IGA discussed in this chapter includes three computational 
procedures: evaluating the diversity of genes, calculating the percentage of genes, and 
computing the selection probability of genes. Numerical experiments performed on 21-city 
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and 56-city TSPs show that IGA significantly reduces the number of evolutional iterations 
for reaching an optimal solution.  
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